We evaluate the charge noise acting on a GaAs/GaAlAs based semiconductor double quantum dot dipole-coupled to the voltage oscillations of a superconducting transmission line resonator. The in-phase (I) and the quadrature (Q) components of the microwave tone transmitted through the resonator are sensitive to charging events in the surrounding environment of the double dot with an optimum sensitivity of 8.5 × 10
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We evaluate the charge noise acting on a GaAs/GaAlAs based semiconductor double quantum dot dipole-coupled to the voltage oscillations of a superconducting transmission line resonator. The in-phase (I) and the quadrature (Q) components of the microwave tone transmitted through the resonator are sensitive to charging events in the surrounding environment of the double dot with an optimum sensitivity of 8.5 × 10
−5 e/ √ Hz. A low frequency 1/f type noise spectrum combined with a white noise level of 6.6 × 10 −6 e 2 /Hz above 1 Hz is extracted, consistent with previous results obtained with quantum point contact charge detectors on similar heterostructures. The slope of the 1/f noise allows to extract a lower bound for the double-dot charge qubit dephasing rate which we compare to the one extracted from a Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian approach. The two rates are found to be similar emphasizing that charge noise is the main source of dephasing in our system.
Combining semiconductor nanostructures with microwave frequency resonators should allow to realize cavity quantum electrodynamics experiments on a chip 1,2 . The new possibility being that the qubit may now consist of a single electron [3] [4] [5] or two-electron spins confined in quantum dots [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , potentially overcoming the relaxation and dephasing times of actual superconducting qubits. Additionally, it attracts a lot of interest in the mesoscopic physics community where, for example, photon-mediated non-local electronic transport between separated quantum dots has been predicted 4,12 and quantum capacitance measurements on single quantum dots have been realized 13, 14 . In each of these experiments combining semiconductor quantum dots and superconducting microwave resonators, one element was used to study the properties of the other, i.e. the resonator allowed to probe the dot's properties [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 19, 20 or vice versa 22 . However, an important milestone remaining to be reached is the strong coupling regime of cavity QED 1 in which an entangled state between the resonator and the dot is formed. Reaching this regime is challenging with quantum dots due to the lack of control over the decoherence mechanisms limiting charge relaxation and dephasing rates. Here, we use the distributed resonator-dot system to quantitatively extract charge fluctuations in the environment surrounding our single-electron GaAs double quantum dot, one source of decoherence in our experiment. We demonstrate a charge sensitivity of the microwave readout at the level of 8.5×10
−5 e/ √ Hz and use this sensitivity to quantitatively probe the low-frequency charge noise of the host heterostructure [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . The achieved sensitivity is of the same order as that of typical QPC based charge detectors [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] and compares favorably to recent lumped element LC resonator techniques which obtained a charge sensitivity of 6.3 × 10 −3 e/ √ Hz 38 .
More importantly, the analysis presented here allows us to infer a lower bound for the dephasing rate originating from the low frequency charge noise in the vicinity of the double-dot. The inferred value is similar to that extracted from an analysis of frequency shifts and linewidth broadenings based on a master equation simulation 15, 16, 19 . This emphasizes that charge noise is the main source of dephasing in our double quantum dotbased charge qubit system.
The sample consists of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) formed 90 nm below the surface of a GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructure. A split-gate device is defined by electron-beam lithography enabling the formation of a double quantum dot when suitable negative gate voltages are applied (see Fig. 1c and bottom panel of Fig. 1a ). Next to it, a 200 nm thick superconducting coplanar waveguide resonator made of aluminum is patterned on a region where the 2DEG has been etched away to avoid losses (see top panel of Fig. 1a and Refs. 14, 15, 17, 19) . The coupling of the resonator to the external microwave feed lines is realized through finger capacitors realizing an over-coupled resonator 39 . The resonance frequency and loaded quality factor obtained with this geometry are ν 0 = 6.76 GHz and Q L ≈ 920, respectively. The coupling between the double quantum dot and the resonator excitations is mediated by the left plunger gate (LPG) extending from the resonator to the left quantum dot (orange colored gate in Figs. 1a and c) 19 . A quantum point contact is fabricated on the right hand side of the double dot (blue colored gate QPC in Fig. 1c) . The sample is then operated in a pulse-tube based dilution refrigerator having a base temperature of approximately 10 mK.
We form a double quantum dot potential by suitably energizing all gates presented in Fig. 1c . For its characterization, we record the current flowing through the double quantum dot from source (S) to drain (D) to recover a typical hexagon-shaped charge stability diagram in the many-electron regime 35, 40, 41 . We use the nearby quantum point contact (QPC colored in blue in We then probe the quantum dot's charge state using the resonator by applying a coherent microwave tone at frequency ν 0 to the resonator and extract the amplitude A and phase φ of the transmitted signal from the measured field quadratures I and Q, as Ae iφ = I + iQ in a heterodyne detection scheme 2 . As already pointed out in Refs. 15, 16, 19 , the observed amplitude and phase variations when sweeping along the detuning axis δ allow us to extract the tunnel coupling t between the dots and to estimate the dephasing rates γ ϕ /2π of the double quantum dot system. This analysis uses a master equation simulation based on the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian 15 and allows us to find dephasing rates in the GHz range (for more information, see Refs. 15, 19) .
In the following, we choose to directly measure the quadratures I and Q to extract the charge noise. A typical measurement of I and Q along the detuning line δ/h is shown in Figs. 2a and b for the case 2t/hν 0 > 1. The conversion of the applied plunger gate voltage to frequency follows from the lever arm consistently extracted from finite bias triangles 40 and electronic temperature broadening of the QPC charge detection linewidth 43 .
Here we use the non-linear dependence of the Q quadrature on the average charge occupancy of the left dot along the detuning line δ for charge detection. We restrict our analysis to the Q quadrature because of the small signal to noise ratio of the I component (see Fig. 2a ). When tuning across the charge degeneracy line δ, the electron distribution is shifted from the left dot to the right dot. This leads to a change of the energy separation of the qubit states and of its polarizability or quantum admittance 14,44 (see Fig. 1b ). This scenario can either be realized by tuning the gate voltages V LPG and V RPG or alternatively by a fluctuating charged impurity in the vicinity of the double dot (see bottom panel of Fig. 1a and the associated changes in energy and polarizability in Fig. 1b) . We make use of this latter sensitivity to measure the charge noise acting on our double-dot structure.
We define the charge sensitivity of the Q quadrature at a particular detuning δ 0 as ∆q
In this expression, S Q corresponds to the noise spectral density of the quadrature Q averaged over the measurement bandwidth. The derivative ∂Q/∂δ defines how much the quadrature signal changes with respect to a detuning. E c ≈ 2.4 meV is the charging energy of a single dot 20, 44 . For the sensitivity calculation, we find S Q = σ 2 Q /∆ν with ∆ν = 1.53 Hz the bandwidth of the measurement and σ Q the standard deviation of the measured signal Q. In particular, for the setup used in this experiment S Q = 5.9 × 10 −23 mV 2 / Hz at the input of the amplification chain which corresponds to the noise added by the low temperature HEMT based amplifier. This amplifier has a [1 − 14] GHz bandwidth, a gain of 39 dB and a noise temperature of 6 K.
In the following we restrict the discussion to the case where 2t/hν 0 > 1 for simplicity. As a first step we measure Q(δ) and numerically compute the partial derivative ∂Q/∂δ shown in Fig. 2b . This allows us to estimate the corresponding sensitivity along the entire detuning axis as defined in Eq. (1) (see Fig. 2c ). The sensitivity shown here has an optimum value of 8.45 × 10 −5 e/ √ Hz. These minima typically arise in the intervals [−10, −5] and [5, 10] GHz of the δ axis 49 . For these detuning ranges, a small change in charge occupation gives rise to a strong change in the quadrature signal. On the other hand, the sensitivit is strongly reduced when the derivative is zero.
We now use this estimate to compute the charge noise spectral density of the surrounding environment into which the double quantum dot is embedded. To do so, we acquire time traces of Q for two different detuning values 26, 27, 30 . The first detuning value δ 1 , highlighted by vertical orange dashed lines in Fig. 2 , only carries information about the intrinsic noise of the measurement setup. The second value of detuning δ 2 instead, highlighted by vertical green dashed lines in Fig. 2 , is in addition sensitive to charge fluctuations in the sample. The time traces are acquired for 4920 seconds with a sampling rate of 17 Hz (see Fig.3a) . In order to improve the precision of the extracted noise spectral density we decomposed the time traces into 20 traces of equal lengths. A discrete Fourier spectrum with coefficients f i was computed and squared |f i | 2 = S i for each of these 20 equivalent datasets and averaged. This leads to the noise spectra shown in Fig. 3b . Both spectra exhibit a white noise region above 1 Hz and a 1/f behavior at low frequency. The sensitive region shows a higher noise level and reveals more features than the reference signal.
In order to extract the charge noise spectrum from these measurements we compute
The result of this calculation is shown in Fig. 3c . We notice a sample specific white noise level at high frequency of 6.64 ± 0.04 × 10 −6 e 2 / Hz and a standard 1/f component below 1 Hz (slope σ 2 C = 9.91 × 10 −6 e 2 /Hz) consistent with previous results obtained with a quantum point contact charge detector on similar heterostructures 26, 27, 30 . Note that unavoidable additional structures occur around 2 Hz and 0.05 Hz as a result of either a periodic charge noise in the host material or the interaction of the background charges with the measurement setup fluctuations. Additionally, one can estimate the equivalent detuning noise at 1 Hz 20,46 : S δ = (E C /e) 2 S C = 57.1 µeV 2 /Hz = 3.3 GHz 2 / Hz. Using a semiclassical model for dephasing at second order in the charge fluctuation 20, 45, 46 , one can relate the detuning noise S δ to the double quantum dot charge qubit (energy Ω(δ, t) = δ 2 + (2t) 2 ) dephasing rate via the re-
. An estimate of this rate based on the charge noise ex-tracted in this paper leads to γ C ϕ /2π = 0.4 GHz. This number is of the same order of magnitude as that extracted from a Jaynes-Cummings analysis of the microwave response, for which we obtained γ ϕ /2π ≈ 0.6 GHz [15] [16] [17] 19 highlighting the relevance of the 1/f charge noise to explain the dephasing of quantum dot based charge qubit made with semiconductor heterostructures 50 . Additionally the situation γ C ϕ /2π < ∼ γ ϕ /2π demonstrates that the additional structures revealed in the noise measurements (peaks around 2 Hz and 0.05 Hz) and/or the higher frequency spectrum may play a role in the effective dephasing.
At this point, it is interesting to calculate the maximum value of the 1/f charge noise slope for which the dephasing rates would become smaller than the coupling to the resonator γ ϕ /2π < g/2π. For g/2π = 25 MHz as extracted from the experiment, this condition requires σ 2 C < 0.59 × 10 −6 e 2 /Hz which is only an order of magnitude below the values found in our particular heterostructure.
In summary, we have shown that the interaction between a superconducting resonator and a double quantum dot which manifests itself as changes in the quadrature signal transmitted through the resonator can be used as a sensitive probe of charge fluctuations in the host material.
The coupling between the resonator and the double quantum dot gives rise to frequency shifts and linewidth broadenings of the resonator spectra as already pointed out in Refs. 15, 16 . While these observables strongly depend on the geometry of the sample and on its coherence properties and cannot be changed easily, the quality factor of the resonator instead can be increased, though limited by piezoelectric effects in GaAs. An equivalent frequency shift will lead to a stronger quadrature signal change, the higher the quality factor. By undercoupling the resonator, quality factors of 10 4 have been demonstrated on a GaAs wafer 22 . This factor of 10 increase compared to the presently realized resonator would improve the Q sensitivity by a factor of 10, though limiting the maximum bandwidth of the measurement scheme set by the decay rate of the resonator κ/2π = ν 0 /Q L 38 . One would then reach the best sensitivities achieved with state of the art quantum point contact charge detectors [23] [24] [25] 28 . It would be even more interesting to exchange the substrate to avoid limitations due to piezoelectric effects in GaAs. In this regard, Si or Sapphire substrates are natural candidates and have already demonstrated quality factors as high as 10 5 − 10 6 at 6 GHz. In this situation, GaAs quantum dots could be replaced by either InAs nanowires 16 , carbon nanotubes 13, 20, 21 or Si/SiGe 29 quantum dots. Finally, in future experiments, the use of Josephson-based parametric amplifiers 47, 48 instead of HEMT-based amplifiers working in the GHz domain will allow to drastically increase the signal to noise ratio and as a result imcrease the charge sensitivity by several orders of magnitude.
More importantly, we found a slope of the 1/f charge noise at the level of 9.9 × 10 −6 e 2 /Hz below 1 Hz in our device, typical of GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructures. This noise level translates to a dephasing rate which is slightly smaller than that determined experimentally using the Master equation approach applied to the JaynesCummings model 19 . This inequality highlights that the background charge fluctuations leading to the 1/f charge noise spectrum are the main but not the only ingredients necessary to explain the fast dephasing rates observed in our experiment.
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